V I S I O N A I R E TM C O M P A C T 5 L P M
OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR

Lighter, Quieter, and More
Power-Efficient
Lighter, quieter, and more power-efficient. Those five
words are soothing music to the ears of oxygen
patients around the world who rely on the everyday
dependability of oxygen concentrators for all of their
in-home oxygen needs.
Patients and providers have long established their
objectives concerning in-home oxygen. Only with
VisionAire do all these objectives get met.

Maintenance-Free VisionAire Units
And it is music to your ears as well in knowing that you
can experience the added assurance of maintenance-free*
VisionAire oxygen concentrators that are fully backed by AirSep, the
expert in oxygen generating technology. This helps ensure that you
Optional
Oxygen Monitor

maximize the potential of your equipment
inventory while greatly reducing or eliminating
any unnecessary down time.
The technology of this filter-free unit offers AirSep’s
time-proven expertise in a smaller cabinet that
will please patients, their physicians, and meet
your business requirements. Save time and
money with VisionAire!

* Maintenance-free for five years, guaranteed.

Contemporary Styling
to Complement
Any Décor
Today’s in-home concentrators should
never detract from the ambiance of a
patient’s home interior. The compact
VisionAire was designed with the modern
patient’s affinity for a non medicallooking device that can even fit just
about anywhere or match up to and
blend in with the contemporary home’s
audio-visual equipment. The attractive,
lightweight unit, with its circ-360
wheels, allows the VisionAire to glide
easily over carpets and area rugs to
move effortlessly from room to room
with the patient.

With VisionAire, the sounds of silence
extend to the patient’s bedroom,
where the noise-free unit allows even
the most sound-sensitive patient or
loved one to sleep comfortably
without interruption.

Offering Great
Power through
Energy-Efficiency
VisionAire, the most power-efficient,
5 LPM, compact concentrator on
today’s market, boasts just 290 watts
to offer greater cost-savings with
decreased power consumption,
which addresses the growing
concern worldwide regarding
energy conservation.

VisionAire’s 30 pound weight also
ensures that the unit can be transported
with ease by patients and providers.

Ensuring the “Sounds of Silence”
VisionAire lets your patients work and concentrate effectively
at home, with no distractions from a noisy O2 partner by their
side. This unit’s low dBA level means that long runs of tubing
used to isolate a noisy machine now become unnecessary.

AirSep’s exclusive technology brings you
an exceptionally reliable concentrator
with top-of-the-line components that
are built to withstand the demands
of in-home, hospital, or clinical use
24 hours per day, every day, even in
the most challenging environments.

SPECIFICATIONS

VisionAire for Non-Delivery
Systems
VisionAire -- paired with AirSep’s FreeStyle, the world’s
lightest and only wearable portable oxygen concentrator -packs a powerful scenario in a non-delivery system that is
the most financially prudent in considering acquisition costs
as well as economics for daily use. When the majority of
hours of therapeutic use can be placed on this rugged, inhome stationary unit, the patient’s POC is able to be
reserved solely for out-of-home use, such as automobile
and even airline travel.**
In this pairing as the Ultimate O2 Combo***, oxygen
patients with an ambulatory prescription can benefit from
the flexibility of using the industry’s most lightweight units -whether in the home, around town, or traveling the globe.
** FreeStyle has received the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) acceptance for
onboard, in-flight use by oxygen passengers on commercial airlines via a 2006 amendment
to SFAR 106.
For a list of airlines that accept passengers with FreeStyle portable oxygen concentrators
(POCs), reference www.airsep.com. Please check directly with the individual airlines for the
most up-to-date information on their specific POC policies.
*** See AirSep’s Ultimate O2 Combo brochure.

Oxygen
Concentration:

1-5 liters per minute at 90% + 5.5/ -3%
(Based on 70°F [21°C] at sea level)

Dimensions:

20.8 in. high, 14.1 in. wide, 11.5 in. deep
(52.8 cm high, 35.8 cm wide, 29.2 cm deep)

Weight:

30 lb; shipping weight - 37 lb
(13.6 kg; shipping weight - 16.7 kg)

Electrical:

115 VAC, 60 Hz, 3 amps, 290 watts
220-240 VAC, 50 Hz, 1.5 amps, 290 watts
230 VAC, 60 Hz, 1.5 amps, 290 watts

Sound Level:

40 dBA

Alarms:

Power Failure
High and Low Pressure
High Temperature
Low Oxygen Concentration (with optional
Oxygen Monitor)

Relative Humidity: Up to 95% (non-condensing)
WARRANTY:

Five-year warranty on parts.
Other warranty options available.

INTERNATIONAL APPROVALS
0459

CE 0459
AirSep is ISO 9001:2000-certified

ORDERING INFORMATION
AS098-1 VisionAire Oxygen Concentrator (115 V, 60 Hz unit)
AS098-2 VisionAire Oxygen Concentrator (220-240 V,
50 Hz unit)
AS098-3 VisionAire Oxygen Concentrator (230 V, 60 Hz unit)
AS098-4 VisionAire Oxygen Concentrator with oxygen monitor
(115 V, 60 Hz unit)
AS098-5 VisionAire Oxygen Concentrator with oxygen monitor
(220-240 V, 50 Hz unit)
AS098-6 VisionAire Oxygen Concentrator with oxygen monitor
(230 V, 60 Hz unit)
Other model units available.
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